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References Category:Windows-only software. In fact, a lot of times the first time I pulled out the watch I thought to myself,
“Oh wow, I forgot about this watch.” However, after wearing that watch for almost 12 years now, I have learned to love it and
cherish it. 10. I CAN DO IT! So, when I found out that I had a chance to replace the Apple Watch Series 5, I was very excited
and quickly wrote out a list of benefits the new Apple Watch Series 6 brings to the table. As I laid out in my previous post, the

Series 6 Watch has some incredible new features. First off, the Series 6 Watch has Wi-Fi, which means no more pairing.
Second, the Series 6 Watch is always connected, unlike the Series 5 Watch. Third, the Series 6 Watch always knows when you
are going to bed and when you are getting up. Finally, the Series 6 Watch has a speaker that never needs to be charged and a

speaker that plays nice during the night when your phone is sleeping. Lastly, the Series 6 Watch has been able to do all of this
for well over a year now. So, in short, the Series 6 Watch can do everything that the Series 5 Watch can do and a lot more. In

Conclusion I had a hard time narrowing down this list, but these are the watches that I personally think fit my style best. These
are the watches that I wear the most often and the watches that I love having a closer connection with. However, that is just my
personal opinion. I will leave you with these final thoughts, “You don’t know what you got until it’s gone.” Ok, so this was my

closing statement in my original post, but it is just as applicable for the Apple Watch as it is for the iPhone. I am always going to
love my Apple Watch Series 5, I am always going to use my Apple Watch Series 5, but that does not mean that every other

Apple Watch is not going to fit my needs. I love my Apple Watch Series 5, but I also love my Apple Watch Series 3, I love my
Apple Watch Series 1, I love my original Apple Watch. I have learned that you cannot compare watches like a car and you

cannot compare a watch to another watch. The watch that you buy today will be different than the watch that you buy tomorrow
and vice versa
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